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Comfrey
skill level:  Intermediate 
One size

finished measurements
Approximately 25” wide x 30” long 
(when worn)

materials
6 balls BERROCO GUSTO (100 grs), 
#1989 Serpentine
29” length circular knitting needle, 
size 13 (9.00 mm) OR SIZE TO 
OBTAIN GAUGE

gauge
8 sts and 10 rows = 4” in Pat St
TO SAVE TIME, TAKE TIME TO CHECK 
GAUGE

Designed by Berroco Design Team
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ABBREVIATIONS & TERMS

k:  knit
LH: left hand
pat(s):  pattern(s)
rep:  repeat
RS:  right side
sl:  slip
st(s):  stitch(es)
WS:  wrong side
wyib:  with yarn in back
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PATTERN STITCH 
Row 1 (RS):  K1, * knit the next st, wrapping yarn 
around needle twice for each st, rep from * to last st, 
end k1.
Row 2:  Knit, dropping extra wraps.
Rows 3, 4, 5 and 6:  Knit.
Rows 7 – 12:  Rep Rows 1 – 6.
Row 13:  Rep Row 1.
Row 14:  Knit, dropping extra wraps.
Row 15:  Knit 4 sts, wrapping yarn around needle 
twice for each st; knit to last 4 sts, wrapping yarn 
around needle 4 times for each st; knit last 4, wrapping 
yarn around needle twice for each st.
Row 16:  Knit 4 sts, dropping extra wraps; * sl 8 sts 
wyib, dropping all extra wraps, pass first 4 of these 
sts over the last 4, slipping all 8 sts back to LH needle, 
then knit them in this crossed position (the last 4 then 
the first 4), rep from * to last 4 sts, knit the last 4 sts, 
dropping extra wraps.
Rows 17 and 18:  Knit.
Rep these 18 rows for Pat St.

PONCHO
With circular needle, cast on 48 sts.  Do not join.  Knit 
3 rows.  Work even in Pat St until 18 rows of Pat have 
been completed a total of 8 times (144 rows total + 3 
knit rows).  Piece should measure approximately 60” 
from beg.  Bind off.

FINISHING
Fold piece in half with cast-on and bound-off edges 
together and WS facing each other.  Measure up 
12” from lower edge on left side and mark.  Sew left 
side edge from lower edge to marker, leaving upper 
section open for neck opening.  Weave in all ends and 
block as desired.   
 

NOTE:  We recommend using yarns called for in our instructions. 
Every effort has been made to ensure that directions contained in 
this book are accurate and complete, however errors do occur. We 
cannot be responsible for variance of individual knitters, human or 
typographical errors.

All pattern PDFs are updated when corrections are made. In the 
event of finding an error, please make sure you've downloaded the 
most recent version.
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